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Your responses have identified the following personal traits:

multitasking and organising qualities which allows you to manage complex tasks;
ability to work alone and independently;
a preference to work indoors;
attention to detail and prefer a work environment that is tidy and methodical;
a very determined personality which will incite you to repeat a task until perfected
making you very competitive;
good interpersonal skills and you will perform best when your employment includes
elements of social interaction;
Your main motivation:
Creating
Your main motivation at present is being Creative so when you select your ultimate job,
after the many steps that will form your career, make sure it is one that allows free
expression of your artistic nature.
You are prepared to study :
4 years
When considering your ultimate job and all the many steps that will form your career including
study and training, keep in mind the amount of study you have selected so that your goal is
realistic in regard to the effort you are prepared to make.

Look for a job that:
has the right level of complexity so you have the opportunity to do more than one task,
allows you to figure out what you have to do and lets you get on with it,
takes place in a clean and organised work place,
requires you to be well organised,
requires the end job to be as perfect as possible,
requires you to be friendly and meet many people,
Please note:
People change continuously when learning something new, when overcoming barriers or even with
experience. Your personal traits are as identified at this moment but can change with time.
Finally remember a career is made up of many single steps, so therefore the position you start with is only
the first towards your ultimate job. Your initial position can be entry level which will give you the necessary
skills for the next step in your career
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Suggested Suitable Jobs:
There are many jobs you are capable of doing well; below are some recommendations which will be linked
to the best work environment that suits your personality. Some are entry level and some are not, if the
one that most interests you requires experience or qualifications please research the job guide and/or
enquire with your career counselor about the related "entry level" positions that could be the first step to
reaching your preferred employment, and don't forget to consider related jobs as not all job titles could be
listed here.

General Practitioner, Community Pharmacist, Psychiatrist, Pathologist,

Radiographer, Orthodontist Assistant, Oral Health Therapist, Prosthetic
Technician, Veterinary Nurse,

Medical Receptionist (Clinic), Patient Service Assistant, Pathologist
Courier(Driver),

There are over 1500 job titles listed alphabetically on the job guide, please feel free to click on
any one of them on the 'Job List' button at walkoflifetraininginc.com and you will be connected
directly to the Department of Education website (Job Guide) for the full description and
qualification requirements specific to each State/Territory for the job you selected.
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